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American Ascendancy (1900-1944)

The United States expanded abroad around the same time American corporations emerged as a
decisive force in international affairs. In the 1890s, American corporations ventured abroad in search of
wealth, expecting their government to defend their investments and promote “good government.” In Latin
America, the United States used military force and economic leverage to overthrow troublesome rulers in
Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Haiti, Nicaragua, and Panama as well as islands across the
Pacific.104 In Nicaragua, for example, the United States government landed Marines to protect American lives
and property during a local insurrection, leading to the downfall of the Nicaraguan government and one of
the longest military occupations in American history. A similar pattern occurred across the Atlantic Ocean.
As American corporations acquired concessions in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, these same corporations
expected the United States to act on their behalf.105 The most consequential was an oil concession in Saudi
Arabia, where the United States would soon find itself building airfields and providing military training,
assistance, and equipment, all of which characterize the U.S.-Saudi security partnership today.
The conventional investment protection story during America’s rise between 1890 and 1944 focuses
on strategic interests. A common narrative of this period is that the United States sought to wrest control of
key raw materials, like oil, from Britain, and replaced it as the dominant regional player, first in Latin America
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and then in the Middle East.106 Others scholars explore these instances of investment protection to gain
insight into political elites who shaped America’s rise to power. Dana Munro, for example, uses the U.S.
intervention in Nicaragua to explore the decision-making process of the Taft administration.107 His work,
along with others, suggests policymakers used investment disputes as opportunities to pursue their broader
strategic aims. American corporations, in short, are seen as pawns rather than players in America’s rise to
world power.
Rather than policymakers pursuing strategic interests, this chapter shows that private corporations
actively shaped US policy for their own ends. Both American policymakers and the American public were
hesitant to get entangled with unfamiliar, distant regions, where U.S. strategic interests were far from clear. To
understand why the United States did become involved, then, requires understanding the influence of firms
who were both centrally positioned in U.S. economic relations, and also had strong personal ties to U.S.
policymakers. These corporations used their economic and political ties to manipulate the United States into
protecting their investments abroad and expanding into Latin America and the Middle East.
This chapter concentrates on Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia as two cases of a protection that are crucial
to the United States’ rise to power. The United States’ intervention in Nicaragua in 1909 set a U.S. foreign
policy precedent as the first time the United States openly orchestrated the overthrow of a foreign leader.108
In 1910, U.S. secretary of state Philander Knox deployed Marines to protect American investments in
Nicaragua and to support a floundering rebellion funded by La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company. The
United States remained for decades, creating a pattern. Throughout the twentieth century, the United States
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repeatedly used its military power and clandestine services to overthrow governments who threatened the
rights of American businesses, especially in Latin America (see Chapter 4).
U.S. assistance to Saudi Arabia in 1943 also shaped the trajectory of U.S. foreign policy. Not only was
it the first step by the United States to secure oil in the Middle East, but it was also the first time the United
States used foreign aid to advance American business interests abroad. In February 1943, President Roosevelt
extended lend-lease military and financial assistance to Saudi Arabia to prevent the Kingdom from collapsing,
and, in turn, prevent the loss of an important oil concession owned by the California Arabian Standard Oil
Company. Extending geopolitical aid was a novel strategy for protecting American business interests.
Traditionally, the United States protected American interests through military intervention109 or economic
supervision.110 The passage of the lend-lease program in 1941 provided presidents with a new tool for
advancing American business interests across the world: geopolitical aid as leverage over other countries. The
Saudi case demonstrated this strategy’s practical efficacy and how U.S. aid programs would use this strategy
over the next century (see Chapters 3 and 4).
Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia also provide leverage for a network theory of corporate power in
international politics. In this dissertation, these cases offer a “most-likely” context for corporate influence on
foreign policy. In the period between 1890 and 1943, the combination of low salaries and heavy professional
obligations restricted U.S. diplomatic appointments to wealthy dilettantes and well-connected political
patrons, most of whom lacked expertise on their respective region. Therefore, examining the politics of
investment protection during this period provides a proper setting to trace how corporations exploit their
social ties to influence foreign policy. They are also helpful as a paired contrast to cases during the Cold War
(see Chapter 3), in which the State Department becomes more professionalized, thereby weakening ties to
American corporations.
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Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia, in particular, also offer opportunities for closely-paired comparisons of
protection and no protection. In Nicaragua, I analyze “between-case” variation; specifically, I ask why
Secretary Knox extended investment protection to the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company, but not the
George D. Emery Company in 1909, despite facing the same strategic situation. In Saudi Arabia, by contrast,
I evaluate “within-case” variation; the California Arabian Standard Oil Company sought protection in 1941
and in 1943 but only received protection in 1943. Comparing these episodes of protection and no protection
are incredibly useful for highlighting a corporate power explanation because it allows me to screen out
alternative explanations, such as strategic factors or electoral politics, that are present in both cases.
Moreover, it allows me to isolate causal factors related to firm’s social network position, comparing
differences in centrality and closeness (between firms or overtime) and tracing how those differences affected
its power over foreign policy.111
This chapter has three parts. The first part details the U.S. intervention in Nicaragua, comparing
disputes involving the George D. Emery Company and the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company to
show how the latter used its close ties to Secretary Knox to drive U.S. support for Nicaraguan revolutionaries.
The second part examines the origins of U.S. interest in Saudi Arabia during World War II, leveraging
variation in California Arabian Standard Oil Company’s closeness to the Roosevelt administration between
1941 to 1943. In both cases, I assess a corporation’s social network position—that is, its centrality to U.S.
economic relations and its closeness to U.S. decisionmakers—and trace how its ties shaped the decisionmaking process leading to protection. The final part reviews the critical influence of U.S. corporations in
America’s rise to world power between 1900 and 1944.

1

“Dollar Diplomacy” in Nicaragua

During the first three decades of the twentieth century, America developed a sphere of influence in Latin
America through “dollar diplomacy.” The United States leveraged private bank loans and foreign direct
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investment over foreign governments that U.S. officials deemed unstable.112 President Theodore Roosevelt
laid the basis for dollar diplomacy with his 1904 corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, declaring that the United
States had the right to intervene in the domestic affairs of Caribbean countries to remedy disorder or fiscal
mismanagement. Marines were dispatched to Cuba (1906) and the Dominican Republic (1903) on that basis.
President Taft and his secretary of state, Philander Knox, later formalized dollar diplomacy by directing U.S.
diplomats to secure markets and opportunities for American businessmen.113 They assumed the influence of
private American interests abroad would promote stability and secure America’s strategic and economic
interests without the need for costly military occupations; in Taft’s words, “substituting dollars for bullets.”114
Interventions in Honduras (1907), and Nicaragua (1909), dispelled this assumption.
The intervention in Nicaragua proved the definitive case of dollar diplomacy. At the time, Nicaragua
was the most significant irritant to U.S. policy in Central America. Three factors contributed to this and are
critical to understanding the U.S. intervention in Nicaragua. For one, Nicaragua’s president, Jose Santos
Zelaya, was a passionate nationalist; in 1903, Zelaya began to attack American companies in the Bluefields
province. Zelaya also had regional ambitions that clashed with America’s ascendancy. In 1907, he nearly
conquered Honduras, until the intervention of the United States and Mexico forced Zelaya to back down.
Finally, Nicaragua had grown increasingly unstable under Zelaya’s rule. In October 1909, the governor of the
Bluefields province, Juan José Estrada, revolted against Zelaya. When Zelaya’s forces moved to quell the
rebellion, two American demolition experts, Lee Leroy Cannon and Leonard Groce, were captured and
executed for aiding the rebellion. The execution served as an inflection point. Afterward, Secretary of State
Knox broke off diplomatic relations with Nicaragua, leading Zelaya to hand over power to his successor Dr.
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José Madriz. Knox, however, remained unsatisfied and demanded Madriz’s removal. On May 19, 1909, Knox
landed Marines in Bluefields to aid the Estrada rebellion and to protect American lives and property from
Madriz’s forces. The U.S. intervention blocked Madriz from crushing the rebellion, enabling Estrada to seize
power on August 19.
The explanations for the U.S. intervention in Nicaragua are multiple and debated. In the rest of this
section, I evaluate these arguments and contend the most compelling explanation relates to the influence of
an American corporation on Knox’s decision-making. The La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Corporation used
its economic position in Nicaragua to finance the Estrada rebellion, as well as its proximity to Secretary Knox
to shape decisionmakers perceptions of Zelaya, Madriz, and the Estrada rebellion.

Explaining the Intervention
What caused the U.S. intervention in Nicaragua? Two views have long dominated the literature.115 One view,
made popular by Dana Munro, is that the intervention was “predominately concerned with political
questions—the prevention of international conflict and the promotion of stable government in individual
countries—rather than commerce and finance.”116 In this view, which is similar to the state-power
explanation outlined in Chapter 1, Knox concluded that Zelaya posed a threat to the stability of the
Caribbean and a potential danger to the security of the United States.117 Another view is that Knox sought
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punishment for the murder of Cannon and Groce. This view, which fits with an electoral-politics explanation,
suggests the public outrage over the murder of Cannon and Groce drove Knox to intervene in pursuit of
reparations.118
Neither explanation is sufficient to explain the 1909 intervention. The state-power explanation
cannot explain why Knox viewed Zelaya and Madriz as destabilizing forces. Knox recognized that a regional
conflict was unlikely in 1909. At the end of September, he informed Taft there was “a much better
complexion in Central American politics.”119 Central American governments no longer viewed Zelaya as a
destabilizing force: even when Zelaya’s forces briefly entered Costa Rica in May 1909, they were committed
to resolving the territory violation through diplomacy rather than force.120 Furthermore, Knox knew Zelaya’s
resignation had helped stabilize the country. Madriz was a well-respected lawyer who was exiled for his
opposition to Zelaya and therefore had few connections to the acts attributed to Zelaya. Officials considered
him capable of uniting the country.121 In fact, naval reports observed that political unrest waned following
Zelaya’s departure, and the general population stood behind Madriz.122 For this reason, Great Britain and
most of the Central American governments notified him that they wanted to recognize Madriz. They were
puzzled when Knox refused to do so.123 To understand why the United States intervened requires
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understanding why Knox felt Zelaya and Madriz were destabilizing forces, despite all evidence to the
contrary.
With regards to the electoral-politics explanation, there is little evidence the Taft administration felt
pressure respond to the execution of Cannon and Groce. Their execution certainly provoked a media
firestorm in the United States, including an aggressive press campaign denouncing Zelaya’s actions.124 Soon
after, Congress introduced a resolution authorizing the president “to take all necessary steps for the
apprehension of Zelaya.”125 There is little evidence, however, that anyone took this imperative seriously.
Revealingly, the State Department allowed Zelaya to escape to Mexico, and denied attempts by Madriz for
recompense.126 Moreover, State Department officials felt that public outrage over the execution was not
strong enough to justify an intervention; the Assistant Secretary of the Latin American Division strongly
advised against using the executions as a justification for intervention given the questionable ethical and legal
situation of Cannon and Groce’s participation in the rebellion. Their execution, he noted, could provide the
occasion rather than the cause for an intervention.127 What, then, was the cause of the intervention?
The answer given by contemporaneous historical accounts as well as the U.S. consul at the time
points to the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company. The consul testified before the Senate that he felt
the company’s “mining concession on the east coast […] was the cause of the desire to eliminate Zelaya.”128
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The La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company (also referred to as U.S.-Nicaragua Company) operated an
extensive mining concession as well as the country’s largest producing gold mine until Zelaya abruptly
canceled the rights and privileges of the contract in 1909. Importantly, Secretary Knox provided legal counsel
to the company when it secured the concession in 1903. To what extent this tie mattered, however, remains
controversial. The evidence I provide in this case study certainly shows the company’s stockholders appealed
to Knox for investment protection; the problem, as Michael Gismondi and Jeremy Mouat correctly note, is
that it is hard “to gauge exactly how this correspondence affected the Secretary of State’s actions.”129
In addition to process-tracing, one way I gauge to what extent La Luz used its ties to Knox to
influence the decision-making process is to compare it to a similar company: the George D. Emery Company.
The George D. Emery Company is an ideal corporation to compare against the La Luz and Los Angeles
Mining Company for two reasons. First, Zelaya felt the company was partially to blame for the
intervention.130 The Emery corporation owned a large mahogany concession along the Atlantic Coast. In
1906, Zelaya canceled the concession, claiming the company did not fulfill its contractual obligations. In
response, Emery turned to the State Department for protection. The ensuing diplomatic battle lasted through
the 1909 transition from Secretary of State Elihu Root to Secretary Knox, and consequently, was one of the
first issues Knox reviewed upon assuming office in March 1909. For the purposes of causal inference,
however, I focus my attention on the period involving Knox, from March 1909 to May 1910.
Second, the strategic situation was largely the same between the two disputes, yet Knox felt
compelled to intervene in the La Luz dispute but not the Emery dispute. Comparing these episodes of
protection and no protection is important for screening out a state-power explanation. If Knox’s interests in
promoting order and stability were the sole of the intervention, and unconditioned by corporate influence,
then Knox should have supported intervention during the Emery dispute. A state-power explanation cannot
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explain why Knox did not intervene to protect George D. Emery Company but intervened to protect La Luz
and Los Angeles Mining company, despite facing the same strategic situation.
I argue that only the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company was close enough to the decisionmaking process to convince Knox to intervene in Nicaragua. Knox’s reluctance toward the Emery claim
shows that he was less impressionable to American business interests than commonly described. I argue that
La Luz and Los Angeles Mining was able to influence Knox because they were more central to U.S. economic
relations with Nicaragua than George D. Emery Company, and had personal ties to Knox through which
they shaped his perceptions of Zelaya, Madriz, and the Estrada rebellion.

The George D. Emery Company (No Protection)
The Emery dispute was one of the most important issues in U.S.-Nicaraguan relations between 1906 and
1909. It began on August 7, 1906, when Zelaya rescinded the Emery Company’s mahogany concession and
embargoed its operations (Observation 1a). Zelaya claimed the company violated the contract by smuggling
duty-free goods into the marketplace and failing to build 50 miles of railroad.131 Emery counterclaimed for $2
million in lost profits.132 In response, Zelaya consented to renew the contract provided the Emery Company
pay a $500,000 penalty for violating the contract, and pay duty on all importations henceforth.133 The
company turned to the State Department for “prompt and vigorous action in support of American interests”
(Observation 1b).134 The ensuing diplomatic battle lasted into the Taft presidency, during which time State
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Department officials began to consider whether “to apply military force […] to compel a ‘square deal’ from
from him [Zelaya].”135 Yet, military force was never used. Emery was forced to settle in May 1909
(Observation 1c).
Originally, the Emery dispute became an important issue on the State Department’s agenda because
of the company’s position between the United States and Nicaragua. The company exhibited all three
indicators of economic centrality. First, it was an American company. The company was based in
Massachusetts, and all of the stock in the company was held by U.S. citizens, with the majority held by
founder George D. Emery, and his son, Herbert C. Emery (Observation 2a).136 Second, the Emery Company
controlled the entire market for timber in Nicaragua. In 1884, Zelaya granted the George D. Emery Company
exclusive control over the country’s entire mahogany industry—one fifth the area of Nicaragua (Observation
2c).137 Moreover, Emery had strong ties to American consumers; Emery Company made most of its money
supplying timber to consumers in Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, and Massachusetts (Observation 2c).
Consequently, the dispute was already quite visible to decisionmakers, who viewed “the difficulty
between Nicaragua and the George D. Emery Company [as] one of great importance” (Observation 3a).138
Emery helped keep the dispute visible through the 1909 transition from Secretary of State Elihu Root to
Secretary Knox by adopting an obdurate bargaining position. State Department officials told the New York
Times the company’s counterclaim of $2 million in lost profits was “so exorbitant as to discourage any idea
that a compromise may be reached.”139 Zelaya refused to acknowledge the counterclaim or send it to
international arbitration, arguing (correctly) the company would receive more money from the counterclaim
135
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than by cutting what mahogany remains in Nicaragua—in other words, it was fraudulent.140 Neither side was
willing to bend on the issue; it soon became clear at the State Department that only military force could break
the impasse.141 Knox, however, did not share the patience of his predecessor. Frustrated over the “unusual
and unnecessary delays in negotiations,” he recalled the chargé d’affaires as if he were breaking off diplomatic
relations, and dispatched warships to patrol the Nicaraguan coast, preparing for an intervention.142
The Emery dispute, however, did not end with a military intervention; instead, Knox began to pull
the dispute down on the national security agenda, in less than two weeks after he issued the threat. Why? I
argue that changes in Emery’s economic position pushed the dispute down the agenda. In January 1909,
George D. Emery died, bequeathing the controlling interest in the company to an English citizen. Americans
no longer held a controlling interest in the company, meaning the Emery company was in a marginal
economic position by the standards outlined earlier (Observations 3a). Knox did not learn of this ownership
shift until sometime in early April 1909, after he already dispatched warships to Nicaragua.143
As I explained earlier, a reason marginal companies are not treated with the same urgency as central
companies is that the latter may not be seen as a legitimate and visible security interest. Decisionmakers must
perceive threatened business activities as significant and meaningful threats to their public goals. Upon
discovery that a British citizen owned a majority of the company, Knox questioned whether the company was
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a legitimate security interest. He requested detailed information on the company’s shareholders, and ordered
the State Department’s Solicitor to consider “whether the Emery case should be supported by the
Department or withdrawn from consideration.”144 Worried that Knox might drop the dispute, Emery’s
lawyers wrote to Knox, assuring him the transition was temporary.145 However, the solicitor was
unconvinced and cautioned Knox against giving the dispute too much attention. Any support by the State
Department should be “confined to actual and legitimate interests” in order to “protect the Department from
the criticisms of intervention on behalf of a foreign stockholder.” He went on that “the presence of foreign
ownership also complicates the question to such a degree as to preclude the suggestion of force.” 146 The
dispute could not occupy a principal place on the State Department’s agenda.
The dispute came to an end in May 1909. After reviewing the solicitor’s response, Knox searched for
ways to save face; on May 26, he invited the Nicaraguan government’s attorney to his home to negotiate a
dispute resolution. He assured the lawyer he was willing to postpone recourse to arbitration if a settlement
was reached, and he would drop the case if the George D. Emery Company continued to be obdurate about
the counterclaim. Later that night, the two signed a provisional agreement in which the Nicaraguan
government would pay Emery $600,000 for damages.147 Zelaya agreed to the amount to “stay on friendly
terms with the United States.”148 However, the agreement put the company in a bind. The amount was far
less than half their original counterclaim of $2 million, but if they rejected it, holding out for the counterclaim,
the State Department would withdraw its support of the company. Emery’s stockholders realized they did not
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have the same leverage they once had.149 The two sides finally signed a settlement agreement on September
18, 1909.150 Knox considered his troubles with Nicaragua to be at an end, at least for the time being.151
Writing to President Taft, he noted the settlement of the Emery case helped stabilize relations with Nicaragua
and recommended no further steps regarding Zelaya.152
The Emery dispute neatly demonstrates how a company’s economic position affects its agendasetting power. When the company was in a central economic position, the Emery dispute was a visible and
important issue in U.S.-Nicaraguan relations, to such an extent that Knox considered military intervention as
a viable dispute resolution policy option. But when changes in Emery’s shareholders put the company in a
marginal position, the dispute quickly became less important on the State Department’s agenda, forcing the
company to loosen its bargaining position. These changes offer a sharp contrast to the La Luz case, in which
La Luz’s position remained constant throughout the dispute, allowing it to raise the prospect of intervention
once again.

La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Company (Protection)
The La Luz dispute erupted just as the Emery dispute was winding down. In late 1908, Zelaya threatened to
cancel the La Luz and Los Angles Mining Company’s concession and ordered government troops to unload
one of the company’s unused mines (Observation 1a). Zelaya argued that La Luz violated the concession, as
it had left several mines and mineral deposits unworked.153 The company’s president, M.K. Salisbury,
responded that La Luz had complied with the concession’s terms. Accordingly, La Luz had invested over
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$750,000 in development work, but its former manager misused the funds at a loss to the concession and the
stockholders.154 Zelaya was unsympathetic, and in March 1909, rumors spread across Bluefields that he was
preparing to cancel the concession.155 Fearing the concession would “be unjustly confiscated,” Salisbury
wrote to Knox and appealed “for protection in the premises” (Observation 1b).156 U.S. marines landed in
Nicaragua six months later, in August 1909 (Observation 1c).
The parallels between the Emery dispute and La Luz dispute were obvious to Knox. Similar to
Emery, La Luz was in a central economic position. First, La Luz was an American-owned company; it was
incorporated in New Jersey, and a majority of the stock was owned by leading Pittsburgh businessmen
(Observation 2a).157 Second, La Luz effectively controlled the mining industry in Nicaragua. The 1903
concession granted La Luz all the mines and mineral deposits along the Atlantic Coast—the country’s richest
mineral territory—and it required others to obtain the company’s permission for any new mining activity in
Nicaragua (Observation 2c).158 Finally, the company was a major supplier of gold to American consumers.
Gold was one of Nicaragua’s principal exports to the United States, and La Luz owned the largest gold mine
in Nicaragua; while accurate data on La Luz’s gold exports is not obtainable, a rough estimate puts them at
about a fifth of Nicaragua’s total gold exports to the United States (Observation 2b).159
Knox took the dispute seriously, as La Luz’s central position in U.S.-Nicaraguan trade made it a wellknown and highly visible company at the State Department (Observation 3a). The U.S. consul in Bluefield’s
had paid close attention to the company, informing Washington of the company’s mismanagement, its
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growing debts, and its multiplying legal disputes.160 Consequently, the State Department had known for two
years that Zelaya threatened to annul the concession before the company actually requested protection. Knox
took interest when the company finally did. He forwarded Salisbury’s letter to Assistant Secretary of State
Huntington Wilson, with a note appended: “The definite charges against Z – in connection with the
administration of justice might interest Mr. Wilson.’”161
Furthermore, with U.S.-Nicaragua relations cooling after Emery, La Luz helped move the Nicaragua
situation back onto the agenda through one of the strategies described earlier: manipulating resource flows to
the host-government (Observation 3b). Many American companies contributed money and manpower to the
Estrada rebellion, but La Luz was the most important of them.162 In early July 1909, Estrada began searching
for possible sources of material support for the rebellion, specifically “financial aid to the amount of $50,000
and 2,000 rifles.”163 La Luz quickly positioned itself to fill this role. The company purchased the ship Hornet
to import arms and ammunition from New Orleans, and it helped Estrada secure funding for the rebellion.164
Adolfo Díaz, La Luz’s financial manager in Nicaragua, served as the treasurer of the Estrada rebellion; Díaz
arranged for upwards of $600,000 in support from companies operating along the coast, a significant portion
of which almost certainly came from La Luz.165 This assistance was critical to the rebellion; one department
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official recounted “Without the support of these firms that revolution would never have been terminated
[completed] successfully.”166
Importantly, Díaz was not the only La Luz employee to serve in the Estrada rebellion. Leonard
Groce, the superintendent of the La Luz mine, served as a colonel of engineers and would be one of the two
individuals Zelaya executed for aiding the rebellion.167 As I explained earlier, financing revolutionary
candidates can put host-governments in a bind: the government may either be ousted from power or issue
aggressive counter-measures that provoke an international crisis. The latter happened in Nicaragua. In
October 1909, Groce was captured alongside Lee Roy Cannon after the two failed to blow up a Nicaraguan
troopship. The two men asked for clemency, but Zelaya wanted to send a message to American businesses
supporting the revolution, telling the minister that he intended “to shoot these Yankees.”168
The execution of Cannon and Groce provided La Luz with an opportunity to push for an aggressive
response by the U.S. government. After the executions, the State Department quietly considered proper
policy options. While some favored severing diplomatic relations, others felt Cannon and Groce sacrificed
their legal right to protection by taking up arms against a foreign government; the Latin American Division
protested the department could not make an unequivocal case for two men.169
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La Luz entered these debates because of its closeness to key decisionmakers. The company had
strong, direct ties to Secretary Knox. Before his political career, Knox had been a well-known corporate
lawyer in Pittsburgh. One of his favored clients was the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining company. Prior to
entering government, Knox counseled the company when it first obtained the Nicaraguan concession
(Observable Implication 3a).170 Moreover, he had close social ties to the Fletcher and Rees families, both of
whom owned major shares in the company (Observation 3b).171 Having access to Knox gave these
individuals immense policy influence. Knox was “the complete autocrat in his domain.” His principal advisor,
Huntington Wilson, said: “no official from the President down was to say or do anything that touched upon
foreign relations without his approval in advance” (Observation 3c).172
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Figure 2: Position (Closeness) of La Luz within Taft Administration (Derived from Huntington-Wilson, Francis
Mairs, "Organizational Chart for the State Department, 1909" (1909). Organization of the State Department.
https://digitalcommons.ursinus.edu/fmhw_organization/25)

The company used its ties to Knox to push decisionmakers to view Zelaya as a threat to American
interests, framing the stakes of the dispute within the State Department’s larger concerns about regional order
and stability (Observation 4a). In September 1909, company secretary William Rees wrote to Knox to set up a
meeting with Gardyne Stewart, a stockholder “in a concession & mining enterprise owned by a number of
your Pittsburgh friends in Central America.”173 Knox knew Rees, so he was understandably willing to meet
with Stewart. A few weeks later, Stewart met with Knox to “to discuss the policy of action.”174 The
company’s position was that while they had not “accomplished its desires to the present, it has suffered and
been deterred through no fault of its own.” Stewart explained to Knox:
[T]he war with Honduras hindered the Company. The Company was continually harassed
by petty officials of the Government […] The unstable conditions of the Government
caused conservative investors to hesitate to risk capital in this venture, and finally the
unfounded report that the Company had not complied with the terms of the concession
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and that it was about to be revoked has caused the members of the Company themselves to
refuse to supply more funds than are necessary to comply with the terms of the concession
until the matter is adjusted.175
Stewart’s attempt to define the dispute’s stakes in terms of order and stability struck a chord with
Knox. Knox’s corporate background socialized him into a worldview that defined problems of geopolitical
stability and good government in terms of commercial security.176 On November 19, the State Department
assured Stewart that the matter “would receive the careful attention of the Department.”177 The next day,
officials from the State Department and U.S. Navy met at Knox’s home to discuss the Nicaragua situation.
They agreed to sever diplomatic relations with Nicaragua on December 1, 1909, citing concerns for rule of
law and the “series of petty annoyances and indignities” committed by the government against its citizens.178
The La Luz dispute was certainly part of these discussions because six days later, Stewart thanked “the
Department for its action in reference to the matter in question”179 in a note supporting the Estrada rebellion
and which described Zelaya as “a blot upon the history of Nicaragua.”
The Knox note solved one-half of La Luz’s problems by causing Zelaya to leave office. Zelaya
interpreted the note as the first step towards a military intervention, and stepped down to prevent a U.S.
intervention. Yet La Luz wanted a loyalist from the Estrada rebellion in power, and José Madriz, Zelaya’s
successor, was moving quickly to end the Estrada rebellion. In May, Madriz appeared poised to capture the
last rebel stronghold in Bluefields. The Nicaraguan army threatened to assault the city and declared a
blockade of the harbor to prevent American ships, including La Luz’s ship Hornet, from carrying arms and
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ammunition to Estrada. Fortunately for La Luz, the U.S. Navy intervened, obliging Madriz to keep the port
open and landing Marines to prevent Madriz from entering the city. 180 The alleged purpose of the
intervention was to protect American lives and property, but Madriz appealed to President Taft that the
intervention protected the rebels. Knox advised Taft to refuse Madriz’s withdrawal request.181
Why did Knox favor the intervention? The evidence suggests La Luz used its ties to Knox to
cultivate support for the revolution. Decisionmakers had little information on the conditions on the ground
in Nicaragua. The United States maintained no minister in Managua, and after the murder of Cannon and
Groce, removed the chargé de affaires. The only source of information was from the U.S. consul in Managua,
who received most of his information from American businesses.182
La Luz was able to use its ties to Knox to shape decisionmakers’ perceptions of the Estrada rebellion
(Observation 3a). First, the company influenced the State Department’s thinking indirectly, by feeding the
U.S. consul information about the goals of the revolution. Díaz and Estrada met with the U.S. consul in
Managua on frequent occasions to gain the support of the United States, assuring him that the new
government would be a “friend of American interests” and respect concessions granted to American
corporations; the resident manager of La Luz also met with the U.S. consul, promising future rewards if he
would help elect Díaz, or as he described, “put Adolfo [Díaz] over the line there.”183 Afterward, the consul
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wrote exaggerated and often erroneous reports about the Estrada faction’s ideals, Madriz’s hatred for
Americans, and the need for intervention to restore order.184 La Luz then used its access to Knox to buttress
these reports. As a stockholder and representative of La Luz, Stewart wrote to Assistant Secretary of State
Wilson and Secretary of State Knox that the Estrada faction shared the department’s concern with rule of
law, drawing their attention to “the recurrence of the word constitutional” in his conversations with the
revolutionaries.185 William Rees, also a stockholder in La Luz, approached Knox to vouch for the Estrada
rebellion, advising Díaz, “I am now pleading for the good of your poor country, as I am willing to take my
chances after all of this is settled. Our good friend Knox will help us all he can. He was at one time my
father’s lawyer and I know him very well.”186 Because officials knew so little about the interests of the
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revolution, La Luz was an important source of information. In February 1910, the State Department began
drawing up plans to intervene to set up a new government, and canvassing suggestions of possible candidates
for a provisional president.187 Knox preferred La Luz’s candidate, Díaz, be nominated president instead of
Estrada. This struck some officials as odd considering there more qualified candidates than Díaz. An
agreement was made to nominate Estrada as president and Díaz as vice-president.188 La Luz did not get
exactly what it wanted, but without its influence, Díaz, likely would not have been on the ballot to begin with.
The rebellion came to an end on August 21, 1909. With the Marines in Bluefields, Madriz lost the
support of his military and followed Zelaya into exile, allowing Estrada’s forces to enter Managua. The State
Department helped construct the new government through the Dawson Agreements, which allowed the
United States to assume control of Nicaragua’s finances and secured Estrada and Díaz as president and vicepresident, respectively. The Estrada government also agreed to cooperate with the United States in setting up
an American-led commission to adjudicate all unsettled claims against the Nicaraguan government. Resistance
to the Dawson Agreements forced Estrada to step down within months of assuming office, leaving Díaz—
still serving as La Luz’s secretary—to assume the presidency. 189 Consequently, La Luz was not upset when,
in a twist of fate, the claims commission decided that Zelaya was acting within his rights to cancel the
concession; the company’s future was secured with the president of Nicaragua under its employ.190 One La
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Luz shareholder later recounted, “Revolutions have occurred in Nicaragua, but [under Díaz] the La Luz and
Los Angeles mines have not been molested or threatened.”191
The U.S. intervention in Nicaragua shows the difficulty in disentangling geopolitical concerns for
order and stability from corporate influence. Concerns about ‘order and stability’ clearly mattered in
motivating the intervention, but a state-power explanation cannot explain where these concerns originated,
since Central American governments no longer viewed Zelaya as a geopolitical threat, and his successor, Jose
Madriz, was respected inside and outside Nicaragua. Moreover, the strategic situation was largely the same
between the two disputes. A state-power explanation cannot explain why Knox felt compelled to intervene
during the La Luz dispute but not the Emery dispute. Explaining the geopolitical concerns that motivated the
intervention requires an understanding of the power of political closeness. La Luz used its close ties to
Philander Knox to define the stakes of the dispute. According to Gismondi and Mouat, the company’s
“concern for commercial security influenced the l[the State Department’s] worries about geopolitical
instability. In Nicaragua, the US business community’s depictions of Zelaya as a ‘menace to prosperity’ helped
frame American intervention as a ‘civilizing mission’.”192 After Zelaya’s resignation, the company used these
ties to tell decisionmakers that Estrada and Díaz better served America’s interests than Madriz, vindicating
American intervention and the overthrow of the Madriz government.

Significance
Investment disputes drove the 1909 Nicaragua intervention, but as the previous discussion has shown, some
companies had more influence than others. I argued the La Luz dispute mattered more than the Emery
dispute because La Luz was closer and more central than Emery. First, La Luz had more agenda-setting
power than the Emery corporation because it was more central to U.S.-Nicaraguan economic relations. Knox
gave greater consideration to the La Luz dispute than the Emery dispute because after 1909, Emery was no
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longer owned by a majority of Americans. Moreover, La Luz used its position to channel resources to the
Estrada rebellion. This rebellion would neither have emerged nor become a critical national security issue in
the United States without La Luz’s money and material resources. Second, La Luz had a direct influence on
the decision to intervene in Bluefields because it was close to key decisionmakers. The company used its ties
to Knox to shape his perceptions towards the region and to cultivate support for the Estrada rebellion. In
this manner, La Luz helped legitimize the Nicaragua intervention, overthrowing a government and imposing
fiscal and administrative reforms that secured the company’s long-term interests in the country.
The La Luz dispute also turned Nicaragua into a de facto U.S. protectorate. Díaz’s company ties made
him politically unpopular, magnifying his dependence on American military support to remain in power.193 In
1912, Taft dispatched 3,000 Marines and eight warships to Nicaragua to supervise Díaz election and suppress
a revolt against the regime. The intervention received immediate condemnation across Latin America; an
image-building trip by Knox to Managua was cut short by hostile anti-American demonstrations and a
rumored assassination plot. Central American governments also cabled their misgivings to Taft, feeling
threatened by the U.S. presence in Nicaragua. The State Department reiterated Knox’s initial justification for
intervention, that it was “to take the necessary measures for an adequate legation guard at Managua, to keep
open communications, and to protect American life and property . . . [from] the vicious elements who would
restore the methods of Zelaya.”194 One hundred Marines remained in Managua for the next thirteen years to
serve as a reminder of America’s support for Díaz and his successors.195
For Latin American nations, the occupation set an ominous precedent for the United States’
domination of the region. Between 1912 and 1941, the need to protect American lives and property remained
a frequent justification for deepening U.S. involvement across Latin America. While Woodrow Wilson
repudiated dollar diplomacy on the campaign trail, his presidency oversaw the most active period of military
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intervention in the history of U.S.-Latin American relations: in Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Cuba, Honduras, twice in Panama, and twice in Mexico.196 These interventions often involved powerful
American companies. In Haiti 1914, most famously, the vice-president of the Haitian national bank called on
his friends at the State Department to convince Wilson to intervene in the country and restore order; U.S.
Marines remained in Haiti until 1934.197 A similar pattern occurred throughout the 1920s. After World War I,
the American public grew disenchanted with its commitments in Latin America. One reason Warren Harding
and Calvin Coolidge were elected was because on their promise to withdraw Marines from Haiti and
Nicaragua.198 Harding simply broke his promise, facing pressure from private interests outside the White
House to remain in Haiti. Coolidge actually withdrew Marines from Nicaragua in 1926, but history repeated
itself: political unrest threatened the Díaz presidency and La Luz called on its friends in the State Department
for protection. In 1926, 5,673 Marines were deployed to “protect the life and property of North American
citizens living in Nicaragua.”199

2

Stepping into the Middle East

At the same time American companies were helping the United States form a sphere of influence across Latin
America; they could not stimulate U.S. interest in the Middle East. Between 1900 and 1940, U.S.
policymakers viewed the Middle East as a “sideshow”—an extension of European politics and colonial
rivalries.200 Moreover, they saw no need for the Middle East’s main resource, oil. Compared to the vast
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reserves of the Western Hemisphere, Middle Eastern oil comprised a small percentage (5.5%) of world
production, and oil experts were skeptical the region held more commercial quantities.201 Even when the
California-Arabian Standard Oil Company (CASOC) obtained a large concession to the eastern half of Saudi
Arabia in 1933, the State Department refused “to indicate in advance the nature of the protection, if any,
which it could accord” in the event the Kingdom collapsed. Nor did they believe the concession warranted
official representation, feeling it best to “let matters stand as they now” until further developments.202
American companies invested in the Middle East were effectively left on their own.
U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East began to change with the outbreak of World War II in 1941.
The war plunged Saudi Arabia into a severe depression, leading King Ibn-Saud to demand CASOC provide
$6 million to help him finance the government through the war.203 The company found it impossible to
finance the king, so it turned to Washington for assistance. Securing assistance from Washington was not an
easy accomplishment.204 Most officials in Washington still did not see a reason for Middle East involvement.
When CASOC’s lobbyists first approached President Roosevelt in 1941 with the idea of extending lend-lease
aid to Saudi Arabia, the president responded that Saudi Arabia was “a little far afield for us.”205 Roosevelt’s
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position did not change until 1943, when he reversed his earlier position, deeming the Kingdom “vital to the
defense of the United States” and therefore eligible for geopolitical aid.206
The reasons for Roosevelt’s volte-face on lend-lease aid to Saudi Arabia are debated. In the rest of this
section, I evaluate these arguments and contend the most convincing explanation for his decision relates to
changes in CASOC’s prominence. I argue that institutional reforms during World War II placed two CASOC
representatives into key decision-making posts at the State Department and Department of Interior. CASOC
used their ties to these officials to lead decisionmakers to believe that domestic oil was scarce, that Britain
could not be trusted, and that the company’s could be trusted for seeking lend-lease assistance for Saudi
Arabia.

Explaining Lend-Lease
Why did Roosevelt extend lend-lease aid to Saudi Arabia? The conventional wisdom is the state-power
explanation: strategic considerations brought on by World War II pushed the United States into Saudi Arabia.
There are two versions of this argument. One version claims that fears of wartime and postwar oil shortages,
brought on by rising military and domestic requirements of the war, focused Washington’s attention on
securing foreign oil reserves in Saudi Arabia.207 A more structural version focuses on the transition from
British to American global hegemony. Christopher Layne claims that the United States sought to “wrest
control of key raw materials sources—like Middle Eastern oil—from Britain” and “to replace Britain as the
dominant regional player” in the Middle East.208 In any case, the longstanding conventional wisdom in the
literature is that the United States traded oil for security.
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A state-power explanation is insufficient to explain why Roosevelt extended lend-lease assistance to
Saudi Arabia. First, a state-power argument cannot explain why officials became so worried about domestic
oil scarcity at the time of the decision to extend lend-lease to Saudi Arabia. Between 1941 and 1943, Middle
Eastern oil production paled in comparison to domestic oil industry capacity and reserves in the Western
Hemisphere.209 The maximum rate at which domestic reserves could be extracted without permanently
damaging a reservoir was almost a million barrels in excess of actual production—more than enough to
supply the United States and its allies.210 The closing off of the Mediterranean in 1940 also cut supply lines
from the Middle East to Europe, severely slowing petroleum development in the area and making the
Western Hemisphere a more stable source of supply for Allied operations.211 Historian Aaron Miller explains
that these factors were relatively constant between 1941 and 1943: “the emergence of Arabian oil as a key
factor in war and postwar planning would have to await the changing political and strategic circumstances of
1943.”212 Indeed, it was not until the spring of 1943—well after the decision to extend lend-lease—that
military reports became concerned about domestic oil shortages and reported the importance of securing
Middle Eastern oil for post-war oil policy.213
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The state-power explanation also cannot explain why the United States saw Saudi Arabia as within
their sphere of influence at the start of 1943. Between 1941 and 1943, the War Department considered “Saudi
Arabia as an area of British military responsibility” and refused to make unilateral commitments in the
region.214 Similarly, with the escalation of the war in Europe, fighting in the Pacific, and the opening of the
North African campaign, the State Department was happy to support British hegemony in the region. Foreign
service officers in the field complained that American policy toward the Middle East was far too passive.215
In the spring of 1942, the American minister to Egypt complained “the fact is that the Middle East means the
Mediterranean, it means the richest oil fields, it means the communications to India and China and on to
Japan and it means the springboard for offensives against Germany and Italy which after all happen to be the
spots which are germinating the hell to which we have been reduced. I ask again are we going to laugh off
this area for, if so my job is merely one of discreet preparation for a possible evacuation of Americans.” 216
These complaints had little effect on U.S. policy. When Axis forces were advancing in late 1942, the State
Department and the War Department refused to enter Saudi Arabia to assist British forces and defend
CASOC’s oil fields from Axis forces.217 What explains this shift?
Among New Left historians, the answer lies in CASOC’s lobbying efforts in the Roosevelt
administration. Gabriel Kolko, Benjamin Shawdran, and Louis Turner describe lend-lease as “the crowning
achievement of almost three years of effort on the part of [CASOC],” suggesting that the company
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manipulated the United States for their own purposes.218 State Department archives reveal corporate
manipulation with respect to British intentions. Aaron Miller’s documents how CASOCs lobbyists fueled
“almost hysterical views of British designs” within the State Department, in which Britain was attempting to
seize control of the global petroleum trade from the United States.219 Rex Casillas, likewise, finds that
CASOC’s lobbyists would continually “resurrect the British bogeyman” to push for lend-lease.220 Neither
finds evidence of an actual British plot against the United States.221
The argument I make is largely consistent with the New Left interpretation but departs it in two keys
ways. First, the New Left perspective ignores interesting variation in CASOC’s power and influence. One of
most common problems with the New Left is that it “tends to produce generalizations” of the United States
as a single entity bent on economic expansion; consequently, conflicts between the corporate executives and
government officials are completely ignored because CASOC and the Roosevelt administration are assumed
to have common interests.222 Not only is this a simplistic view of how foreign policy is made, but it also
exaggerates the power of corporations in U.S. foreign policy. The New Left view does not answer why
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CASOC was able to secure lend-lease in 1943 but not in 1941. In the next section, I trace and compare two
lobbying instances—1941 and 1943—to show how changes in CASOC’s political proximity in 1942 increased
CASOC’s power and enabled them to secure lend-lease.
Second, my account is more thorough than the New Left’s interpretation of the lend-lease decision.
Their analyses are drawn mostly from the final report of the 1944 Senate investigation into the lend-lease
decision, which focused on CASOC’s lobbying efforts in February.223 State Department records and personal
archives that have been opened since these accounts were formulated reveal that the proposal for extending
lend-lease reemerged in the State Department almost a month prior to when CASOC’s representatives
descended on Washington.224 Moreover, historian Linda Wills Qaimmaqami reveals in her dissertation “Max
Thornburg and the Quest for a Corporate Foreign Oil Policy: An Experiment in Cooperation” that
documents most relevant to CASOC’s ties to State Department officials were removed from the official
record—a bias that is implicit to almost every historical narrative of the lend-lease decision.225 I tried to
obtain these records but discovered that the records were burned in a family dispute. Luckily, her account of
the records is thorough and comprehensive. By including these documents vis-à-vis her work, I provide the
most comprehensive picture to date of how CASOC influenced decisionmakers’ to believe domestic oil was
scarce, that Britain could not be trusted, and to build support for lend-lease assistance.

CASOC’s First Attempt, 1941 (No Protection)
The main challenge facing CASOC between 1940 and 1941 was how to finance the Saudi Kingdom. When
King Ibn Saud demanded CASOC provide $6 million to help the government wade through the war, CASOC
had little money to spare. The company had already paid out $6.8 million in advances to the king, and $27.5
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million in developing the concession since 1939, without a significant return.226 Nonetheless, the company
could see no alternative but to pay. Since the concession was the sole grant of the King, he could cancel it
overnight if they did not keep him satisfied (Observation 1a).227 Luckily for the company, the war also
presented a potential solution. In 1941, the United States instituted an innovative program known as LendLease, in which military supplies and related assistance would be extended to the Allies and any other any
government President Roosevelt deemed vital to the defense of the United States. The program was meant to
support America’s war interests without actually entering the war, but CASOC’s officials saw it as a way to
protect their concession for good. In April 1941, CASOC’s executives met in New York to consider
approaching Washington officials “for [the] purpose [of] soliciting their assistance” (Observation 1b).228
Losing the CASOC concession would have reduced America’s visibility in the region. As indicated by
its ownership structure, market share, and consumer base, the company was in a central economic position
not just in Saudi Arabia but the entire region throughout 1940 and 1943. First, while other American
companies operated in the Middle East under the Iraqi Petroleum Company, an international consortium,
CASOC was the only wholly American enterprise in the region (Observation 1a). Standard Oil Company of
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Figure 1: Map of CASCOC concession in “Middle East Oil as a Vital Military Factor”, Box 3, Folder: General Middle East,
PED

California owned one-half the company and the Texas Corporation (Texaco) owned the other half; these
parent companies together comprised approximately 160,000 American stockholders. Second, CASOC
controlled the entire Saudi oil market (Observation 1b). The 1933 concession granted CASOC control of all
the probable oil territory in the country.229 No other company could or did rival its presence in Saudi Arabia,
as illustrated in Figure 1. Third, although CASOC was not yet a major supplier of oil for the United States, it
became clear by 1940 that the company might become one (Observation 1c). Commercial export of Saudi oil
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did not begin until 1939, and even then, the domestic industry supplied the bulk of America’s oil needs.230 At
the same time, field reports indicated that Saudi oil might offer cheaper production rates and a reserveproductivity ratio three times larger than that of domestic fields.231 These reports unsettled the domestic
industry, which tended to see the Middle East as a risky venture and CASOC as a small competitor.232
Because of its centrality in U.S.-Saudi economic relations, CASOC was well known and highly visible
at the State Department (Observation 1a). Ever since CASOC obtained the concession, foreign service
officers in Egypt were in frequent communication with CASOC representatives. Their reports informed the
State Department of the concession’s scope, the history of the company’s activities in Saudi Arabia, and the
Kingdom’s financial difficulties.233 One report, which circulated to the Secretary of State, the under secretary,
and three assistant secretaries, explained: “With the extensive development of the California Arabian Standard
Oil Company’s activities in Al-Hasa[…] it can be said that American economic interests in Saudi Arabia now
surpass those of any other country.”234 As the Kingdom’s financial situation deteriorated throughout 1940,
these reports grew increasingly dire and foreign service officers considered the possibility of U.S. government
action to secure the concession.235
In March 1940, CASOC dispatched a team of lobbyists to Washington to obtain lend-lease assistance
for Saudi Arabia. As noted earlier, this attempt failed because CASOC was in a peripheral political position—
it was indirectly tied to officials in the Roosevelt administration. Chief among the oil company lobbyists
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CASOC hired was Max Thornburg and James Moffett, the president and chairman of Bahrein Petroleum
Company, respectively. Thornburg was not well known at the State Department but would become important
later. Moffett, on the other hand, a well-connected lobbyist as he knew President Roosevelt (Observation 3b).
The two were more than casual acquaintances. The president’s staff assistant observed, “the President loves
Jimmy and Jim loves him.”236 Roosevelt and Moffett first met during World War I, and they maintained a
close, personal friendship afterward.237 Roosevelt also trusted Moffett’s expertise; one administration official
recounts that by the start of World War II, Moffett had become Roosevelt’s unofficial advisor on oil matters,
insofar as “he was able to go in to see the President practically whenever he wanted to.”238
Initially, Moffett’s access and relationship to the president appeared to be working for CASOC’s
benefit.239 On April 9, 1940, Moffett informally discussed CASOC’s situation with Roosevelt at the White
House.240 Roosevelt appeared willing to assist the company and requested Moffett consult with his colleagues
to submit a formal proposal for further consideration. A week later, CASOC submitted its proposal to
Roosevelt: through lend-lease or an outright grant, the United States would advance Ibn Saud $6 million per
year, in exchange for an equivalent amount of gasoline, diesel, and fuel oil.241 Roosevelt was eager to sound
out the practicality of the proposal, forwarding it Secretary of State Cordell Hull for consideration. One
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CASOC official attributed Roosevelt’s willingness to help CASOC to the “personal friendship of President
for Moffett.”242

Figure 2: Position (Peripheral) of California-Arabian Standard Oil Company in Roosevelt Administration, 1941 (Derived from George,
Alexander L. Presidential Decision Making in Foreign Policy: The Effective Use of Information and Advice. Boulder, CO: Westview Press,
1980.)

Why, then, did CASOC fail at its first attempt to secure lend-lease for Saudi Arabia? I argue CASOC
was too distant to the Roosevelt administration to secure lend-lease. This may seem odd given Moffett’s
relationship with Roosevelt, but Moffett was an employee of Bahrein Petroleum Company. This made him an
indirect connection (see Figure 2), meaning CASOC was peripheral to the decision-making process, and thus,
not able to shape perceptions and build support. The relationship between Bahrein and CASOC is important
for my argument and worth explaining. Standard Oil and the Texas Company formed Bahrein to handle the
production, refining, and distribution of CASOC’s oil. However, they organized the company in Canada as a
legally separate entity. Moffett explains this separation meant he “could not have anything to do with
Arabian” day-to-day-operations.243 He had never even heard of Saudi’s financial situation until CASOC
representatives solicited his services to lobby the president. Even then, Moffett stressed to them that he “had
nothing to do with the parents [Standard Oil and Texaco];” his lobbying services were “separate and distinct”
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from CASOC; his position “was confined to Bahrein”; and he “wasn’t an employee of Standard of
California.”244 In effect, he reminded them he was simply a hired lobbyist, an intermediary between
Roosevelt and CASOC.
As the previous chapter explains, hired-lobbyists can be ineffective representatives of a company’s
interests; the intermediary may have conflicting interests and shirk their responsibilities, making it difficult for
the company to shape decisionmakers perceptions or build support. In the current case, Moffett’s role as a
lobbyist for CASOC conflicted with his position as Bahrein’s chairman. The commercial aspect of the April
proposal—the sale of finished oil products—violated Bahrein’s pricing arrangement with CASOC. By his
own account, Moffett “feared getting caught in any internal political jam” between Bahrein and CASOC, and
began to restrict his lobbying activities on behalf of the company.245 Although CASOC’s executives had
suggested he use his contacts at the State Department, Moffett focused solely on Roosevelt and did not
attempt “to make any real representation to the State Department.”246 His only real interaction with the State
Department on the matter was by happenstance, at a dinner party that Secretary of State Cordell Hull
attended. Hull told Moffett pointedly that the King’s financial situation was important but “a matter within
the British sphere of influence.” Moffett did not press Hull on the issue, nor did he attempt to follow-up with
Hull. As he explains, “I did not seek this appointment. It was just a natural situation that occurred.”247
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Unfortunately, CASOC seems to have relied on Moffett to influence Hull. One lobbyist recollected that in
April 1941, “there may have been some informal talks by some of our people with the State Department but
they were not authorized by the board of [CASOC].”248 Thornburg—another company lobbyist—wrote in
the notes of his visit to Washington that he was focused on “working with Chiefs and Assistant Chiefs of
Divisions rather than with the extremely busy top few.”249 In consequence, the company never made a strong
effort to change Secretary Hull’s perception of Saudi Arabi as within Britain’s sphere of influence.
Another factor which may have undercut CASOC’s influence was a general skepticism within the
State Department toward the company’s motives for pursuing lend-lease. Hired-lobbyists are often ineffective
because of the stigma that neither lobbyists nor the companies they represent have the public interest at heart.
Therefore, it is helpful to have someone on the inside to build trust in the company’s motives. In a letter to
his superiors, Max Thornburg recounted that it was difficult to lobby decisionmakers “because an oil man is
sort of branded around here.”250 For example, many administration officials described Moffett as a playboy
who was, according to one official, “difficult to take seriously.”251 This skepticism seems to have made it
difficult for Thornburg to convince lower-level officials to extend lend-lease assistance to Saudi Arabia.
Wallace Murray, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, wrote Hull of his concern “the charge might
be made that the commercial part of Mr. Moffett’s proposal was of direct benefit to [CASOC] and that the
proposal was designed to relieve that company from the difficult situation in which it has been placed.”252
Eager to avoid this, Murray began to explore a purely political loan through lend-lease as an alternative.
Ultimately, he decided against this, explaining to Thornburg it was not in America’s interests: “the British
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should bear their full share of financial assistance to the king, because of their political interest in that part of
the world from an Empire point of view.”253
On May 12, 1941, President Roosevelt heeded Hull and Murray’s advice and decided to defer action
on the April proposal until they could confer with the British.254 CASOC intensified and expanded its efforts
to obtain direct assistance for the Kingdom, but it was too late.255 Throughout the next month, Hull and his
staff discussed the matter with the British ambassador, who agreed that the British should assist in “keeping
the King in a proper state of mind,” and provide assistance to the Kingdom as an alternative to direct
American aid.256 To the State Department’s satisfaction, the British increased their assistance to the Kingdom
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at the end of the month; they no longer saw any reason for direct American aid.257 Roosevelt made his
decision in early June and informed the Secretary of Commerce: “Will you tell the British I hope they can take
care of the King of Saudi-Arabia. This is a little far afield for us!”258

CASOC’s Second Attempt, 1942 (Protection)
British gold helped to ease Saudi Arabia’s financial situation after 1942 but created new problems for
CASOC. The company feared the British might leverage their aid to exact a quid pro quo for a stake in the
undeveloped portions of its concession (Observation 1a). Exactly why it feared this is unclear. For its part,
the British government had no such interest. Oil holdings in Iran and other Middle Eastern countries were
sufficient to supply their oil requirements. Rather than provoke the United States—its key creditor—they
simply wanted to remain in the king’s good graces and keep the Kingdom out of Axis hands.259 Nonetheless,
CASOC’s managers were intent on “educat[ing] Washington” about Saudi Arabia’s financial situation, and
with America’s entrance into the war in December 1941 they saw an opportunity to reverse the lend-lease
decision (Observation 1b).260 Roosevelt extended lend-lease to Saudi Arabia in February 1943 (Observation
1c).
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Although the company’s economic position went unchanged, America’s entrance into the war
increased the company’s closeness to the national security bureaucracy in two key ways (see Figure 3). First,
America’s entrance in the war stimulated interest in strategic materials, leading the State Department to
recruit Max Thornburg—the president of Bahrein Petroleum company, a former employee of Standard Oil,
and CASOC’s lobbyist from the previous year—as an expert on petroleum (Observation 1a). The position
had considerable decision-making authority. Under the title of Assistant to the Under Secretary of State,
Thornburg was allowed to operate “as a semi-independent branch of the department” and weigh in on all
decisions related to petroleum at the State Department (Observation 1c).261 Second, the appointment of
Ralph K. Davies as Deputy Petroleum Administrator for War established another direct tie between
CASOC’s managers and the Roosevelt administration (Observation 1a). Around the same time the State
Department hired Thornburg, Harold Ickes, the Secretary of the Interior, was in search of a deputy-director
to help him run the newly established Petroleum Administration for War. He chose Ralph K. Davies, the
Senior Vice-President of Standard Oil. Davies oversaw every phase of the company’s operation throughout
the 1930s, which undoubtedly included CASOC. As deputy director, he had broad authority to coordinate
petroleum supplies for civilian and military use during the wartime and make recommendations to
government agencies and to industry to assure maintenance of adequate petroleum stocks (Observation 1c).
In short, both men were directly connected to CASOC and had considerable influence in the Roosevelt
administration.
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Figure 3: Position (Close) of California-Standard Arabian Oil Company in Roosevelt Administration, 1942-1943

Another factor that increased CASOC’s political closeness to the Roosevelt Administration is the
strength of CASOC’s ties to Thornburg. CASOC’s ties to Thornburg were much stronger than those to
Davies (Observation 1b). Neither Davies nor Thornburg fully detached themselves from the company’s
operations; both continued to receive an annual salary from Standard Oil during their time in government.
Although this practice was not unusual at the time, and therefore not indicative of the strength of ties, we can
infer that Thornburg’s ties were stronger because of differences in how Thornburg and Davies dealt with
their ties upon entering government.262 Davies was public about his ongoing relationship with the company
and pledged to remove himself from any question involving the CASOC concession. There is no evidence
that Davies violated this promise. As a result, Davies does not play an important role in the story until the
end of the case.
Thornburg, who described himself as “a lifelong Standard Oil Man,” led everyone in the State
Department to believe that he had separated himself from the company; they did not discover he was in
frequent communication with Standard Oil until after the lend-lease decision was made, at which time he was
forced to resign.263 One reason decisionmakers hide their corproate ties, as explained in the previous chapter,
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is to maintain the image of objectivity while working on the company’s behalf.264 Thornburg’s personal
papers reveal that he joined the administration with the intention of “offsetting representatives of other
companies who may be there,” and tilting government policies in CASOC’s direction by building “inside
cooperation” on “important assignments” like Saudi Arabia.265 Throughout his tenure at the State
Department, he wrote to the company about oil policy developments, his conversations with other State
Department officials, and the most effective tactics for influencing the U.S. government. In one revealing
letter to CASOC’s managers, he claimed he would review the lend-lease situation in Saudi Arabia, and in his
capacity as special assistant “shall be better posted” to update them of its progress.266
Thornburg’s State Department position made it relatively easy to educate decisionmakers on the
stakes of the Saudi dispute (Observation 4a). Shortly after entering government service, he commissioned a
study of national oil policy, which he carried over from his time at Standard Oil.267 A central conclusion of
the study was that the domestic oil reserves were in decline, and unless the U.S. stepped in to secure foreign
reserves, conflicts between American companies and foreign governments could reach destructive
proportions.268 The study was sprinkled with his own biases toward CASOC, stressing the need to secure
concessions in the Middle East, which he claimed would be the locus of oil wealth and power after the war.
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“The most important single piece of equipment in existence” Thornburg wrote in a memorandum to the
Assistant Secretary of State Dean Acheson, “was the twelve-inch valve on the Mediterranean end of the Iraq
pipeline.” That valve could “head the tanker fleets of the world in almost any direction it wishes by raising or
lowering the level of supply in Europe.” In order to maintain “a strong American influence in the distribution
of oil throughout the world,” he claimed, the United States needed to support producing countries and oil
companies in the region, such as through lend-lease.269
The study for a national oil policy increased the State Department’s perception of domestic oil
scarcity because they saw Thornburg as an expert; his colleagues felt his ties to the industry gave him
“specialized knowledge” of a vital commodity to the war effort and of a region which few had knowledge of
at the State Department (Observation 4b).270 For this reason, officials looked to Thornburg for guidance,
circulating his studies to the State Department’s divisional and regional offices, as well as key decisionmakers
like Assistant Secretary of State Dean Acheson and Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles, who endorsed
the study and approved its recommendations.271 According to historian Aaron Miller, Thornburg’s work
increased perceptions of domestic oil scarcity at the State Department, becoming a critical basis for the lendlease decision as well as laying “much of the theoretical foundation on which [U.S. Middle Eastern] diplomacy
would rest” in 1943.272
CASOC also used its ties to Thornburg to raise concerns about Britain’s intentions in the region
(Observation 4a). An advantage of a strong, direct tie to a key decisionmaker like Thornburg is that they will
promote the company’s concerns and defend them from criticism. Throughout 1942, CASOC representatives
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revived interest in lend-lease assistance in Washington by suggesting Britain might leverage its financial
assistance to the king to preempt their concession. According to the company, a team of British experts sent
to combat locusts in January 1942 was actually a secret mission to survey possible sites for drilling oil. Some
officials responded to the company’s concerns that the State Department’s main concern was to protect
America’s “long-range interests,” not CASOC’s interests.273 Thornburg defended the company against this
criticism. He mounted an awareness campaign reviewing the history of the Persian Gulf oil industry in order
to show how British companies flourished with government support.274 The United States also needed to
take “aggressive action” toward “safeguarding oil supplies for war in the Middle East” or risk British
domination of what would be the world’s principal oil region.275
A decisive moment occurred in November 1942. Thornburg learned, presumably from CASOC
officials, that Britain proposed taking control of Saudi Arabian currency. It was rumored this would threaten
CASOC’s integrity as an American-owned operation and allow entry for British firms into Saudi Arabia.276
Thornburg quickly wrote to Secretary Hull that the British could not be trusted:
The financial assistance received from the British has introduced a British influence in Saudi
Arabia that did not previously exist. There is no assurance from British policy in the past
that this influence will not ultimately be used to the determinant of vital American interests
[CASOC] in Saudi Arabia […] It is of vital importance to the United States that the large
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Saudi Arabian oil reserves remain exclusively in American hands. King Ibn Saud evidenced
his trust in the United States government and the American company [CASOC] by granting
this concession to our company rather than to foreign interests.277
Some State Department officials, namely those in the Divisions of Financial and Monetary Affairs, and
British Commonwealth Affairs, were skeptical of Thornburg and CASOC’s fears of British encroachment,
fearing unilateral action could kickstart a scramble for oil or an embarrassing diplomatic confrontation.278
The Division of Near Eastern Affairs, however, relied on Thornburg’s regional expertise and had been in
close communication with CASOC officials since 1942. The chief of the division became convinced that
protecting CASOC’s concession from the British was “an American interest of highest importance.”279 In a
memorandum recommending lend-lease assistance to Saudi Arabia, he stressed that the British government
“had been supplying material assistance” to Saudi Arabia and might “require a quid pro quo at the end of the
war” to gain entry for its oil companies into Saudi Arabia.280
CASOC’s proximity to the Roosevelt administration appeared to pay off in December 1942. In
considering the Saudi Arabia lend-lease, the Board of Economic Operations, which met weekly with
Acheson, circulated and discussed various memoranda by Thornburg during their meeting on January 5,
1943.281 Although there is no written record of these meetings, Thornburg’s memoranda indicate the
conversation included concerns about domestic oil scarcity and the need to protect the CASOC concession
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from British encroachment. Four days later, Acheson—now acting secretary of state—made the first formal
recommendation to extend lend-lease to Saudi Arabia.282
However, final authorization was delayed by Roosevelt’s absence at the Casablanca conference,
during which time doubts began to reemerge about CASOC’s trustworthiness. Assistant Secretary Adolf
Berle advised his colleagues to “proceed with very great caution in dealing with the American oil companies
at this point. A rather careful formulation of our own views in the Department would seem to be desirable;
these should be brought into line with the views of the Department of Interior.”283 Thornburg, who was a
recipient of this letter, almost surely informed his colleagues that any further delay could jeopardize the lendlease.
A team of CASOC officials returned to Washington in early February 1943 to lobby the Department
of Interior and the State Department. Personal ties, as I explained earlier, can provide companies
“unauthorized access” to the decision-making process, through which they can circumvent slower
communication channels and build support among decisionmakers with whom they have no preexisting ties.
CASOC used its ties to Davies to obtain access to Harold Ickes, the secretary of Interior (Observation 4b).
The company had little use of Davies between 1941 and 1943, but with the Department of Interior entering
the picture, CASOC needed Davies’ help to obtain the department’s support. On February 5th 1943, Davies
brought two CASOC lobbyists to Ickes’ office to discuss the CASOC concession. After Davies recused
himself from the discussion, as promised, the representatives resorted to tropes about British intentions and
domestic scarcity. The representatives explained to Ickes that CASOC’s concession covered “probably one of
the biggest and richest oil pools in the world,” that the British were “trying to edge in on” it, and that it
“would be cancelled” unless “some fast moves [were] made.”284 In exchange for lend-lease assistance, the
company’s representatives offered to establish a special oil reserve for the United States, framing their offer in
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terms of domestic scarcity: “The importance of this vast reserve of American controlled petroleum becomes
increasingly apparent as demands on production within the United States point more and more to a decrease
in our national consumption.”285 Ickes never knew about CASOC’s interest in Saudi Arabia before this
meeting, but as Petroleum Administrator for War, he was quite sensitive to issues related to domestic oil
scarcity and therefore quickly prioritized the concession.
Meanwhile, CASOC used its direct ties to Thornburg to mobilize support for lend-lease. Thornburg
provided CASOC’s representatives with inside information on how to frame lend-lease in their meetings with
State Department officials (Observation 4b). In January 1943, Thornburg had obtained the approval from the
State Department to form an interdepartmental oil committee to coordinate policies for protecting American
oil interests abroad. As head of the committee, he made appointments for CASOC’s lobbyists to meet with
influential members of the committee.286 Thornburg also suggested to CASOC’s lobbyists that they frame
their interests on “purely political basis,” focusing on the national welfare rather than the company’s
commercial interests.287 They seem to have followed Thornburg’s advice.288 During the first two weeks of
February 1943, CASOC’s representatives repeatedly impressed upon officials the American character of their
company, highlighting how CASOC’s owners were American, paid their taxes in American dollars, and
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employed American citizens for higher-paid jobs.289 They explained their concession was endangered by the
possibility of cancellation. Extending lend-lease assistance to Saudi Arabia was suggested as a way of
maintaining the American character of the company and serving America’s interests in the region. CASOC
lobbyists found the State Department to be, as they later put it, “very sympathetic.”290
CASOC’s lobbying efforts finally ended in mid-February. On February 15, Thornburg put CASOC’s
proposal forth for discussion at an interdepartmental committee meeting on U.S. oil policy. The committee
issued a formal recommendation to Roosevelt to grant lend-lease to Saudi Arabia.291 Ickes discussed the
proposal with Roosevelt over lunch the following day. Ickes’ personal diary indicates he echoed the
company’s talking points to Roosevelt: “Here is probably the greatest and richest oil field in all the world an
America oil companies have concessions in these fields but everyone here suspects that the British are trying
to edge their way in and we have given them a great opportunity.”292 With both the State Department and
Department of Interior on board, Roosevelt issued Executive Order 8926 two days later, declaring Saudi
Arabia vital to the defense of the United States and eligible for lend-lease assistance.293 By August 1943, the
State Department had provided Saudi Arabia with enough silver to stabilize the Kingdom’s budget as well as
trucks, medical supplies, guns and ammunition, and irrigation equipment.294 With that, as David Holden
summarizes, "The great American take over had begun."295
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Did Electoral Politics Matter?
One potential explanation that would undermine my argument is that changes in Roosevelt’s electoral
calculus, not CASOC’s social network position, explains the change in CASOC’s influence. Specifically,
Roosevelt became willing to extend lend-lease and to protect the company in 1943 because it was less costly
to his electoral prospects than in 1941.296 In short, domestic politics favored CASOC in 1943 but not in
1941.
Domestic political constraints are an insufficient explanation because they were largely the same in
1941 and 1943. There is evidence the administration rejected CASOC’s proposal in 1941, in part, because of
Roosevelt’s fear of provoking isolationists critics.297 Yet the political scene was not all that different in 1943.
Public opinion toward the war was still mixed, and domestic oil executives distrusted Roosevelt, particularly
for his attempts to coordinate oil production during the war.298 This makes it all the more puzzling why
Roosevelt decided to bear the costs of extending lend-lease to Saudi Arabia in 1943, precisely when he needed
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support from isolationists and the domestic oil industry to carry out the war. The costs were significant.
Isolationists were outraged that ‘big oil’ appeared to be pulling strings in Washington,299 and accused the
United States of moving back to the era of dollar diplomacy and economic imperialism.300 Domestic oil
producers accused the administration of favoritism, placing immense pressure inside and outside of
government for a Senate investigation into U.S. oil policy toward Saudi Arabia.301 The opposition caused by
the lend-lease decision made it increasingly difficult for the administration to cooperate with domestic oil
producers on U.S. oil policy going forward.

Significance
Roosevelt’s reversal on lend-lease policy demonstrates the importance of closeness. In the previous chapter, I
stressed the importance of direct over indirect ties. Oftentimes, lobbyists can be inefficient at shaping the
information environment within the national security bureaucracy. For instance, one of the main problems
confronting CASOC’s lobbyists was that State Department officials were not concerned about oil depletion
and tended to view Britain as having a sphere of influence over the Middle East. While the company was able
to communicate its interests to Roosevelt—the most powerful decisionmaker—through Moffett, it was only
indirectly connected to Administration. In other words, it was in a marginal position. For this reason,
CASOC’s lobbyists struggled to influence the decision-making environment in favor of lend-lease. But when
one of those same lobbyists, Max Thornburg, entered the government, the company was able to dramatically
reshape the perceptions and beliefs within the State Department and Department of Interior in favor of lendlease. In less than two years, a country that was seen as a backwater for European power politics became a
vital security interest.
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Indeed, the lend-lease decision generated a set of post-war security and political commitments that
defined the trajectory U.S. foreign policy in the region. Protecting America’s concession in the Middle East
through geopolitical aid became the basis for a special relationship, or what others call, “the deal,” oil for
security.302 After Roosevelt’s decision to extend lend-lease, the State Department explored policies to secure
the Saudi concession in the long-term, including purchasing a controlling interest in CASOC. 303 However,
the plan collapsed under domestic oil industry resistance, leading the State Department to settle on a longterm oil contract through CASOC on terms favorable to the company. The following year, the State
Department outlined a new program for Saudi Arabia, including an Export-Import Bank loan, advisory and
combat assistance, and the construction of an air force base in Dhahran.304 Every president until 1980, when
Saudi Arabia nationalized the concession, has in some manner continued this program: Harry Truman
committed the United States to preserve Ibn Saud in power; Dwight Eisenhower agreed to train his army;
John Kennedy sent jets to defend the Kingdom; Lyndon Johnson sold them missiles; and Richard Nixon
exchanged military assistance for additional oil output. As Robert Vitalis observes, the underlying reason
behind the progressive expansion of United States relations into Saudi Arabia has consistently been that
CASOC (renamed ARAMCO in 1944) was America’s “largest single overseas private enterprise.”305

3

Conclusion
The United States’ experience in Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia supports the two key arguments of this

book. The first is that corporate power is central to the origin story of American expansionism. The
conventional wisdom of America’s rise in international relations focuses on strategic interests, painting its
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expansion into Latin America and the Middle East as inevitable to its rise to power. Others have amended
this story to discuss the role of electoral politics in pushing and pulling America abroad. Historians have long
suspected American corporations influenced U.S. foreign policy throughout this period. Yet, this book is one
of the first to show how these corporations did so, conducting a detailed analysis of two cases that defined
long-term trajectories in American foreign policy in Latin America and the Middle East.
In Nicaragua, the La Luz and Los Angeles Mining company used its ties to Secretary Knox to
influence decisionmakers perceptions that the region was in disorder and to cultivate support for the Estrada
rebellion. This legitimized further interventions to protect American property rights in the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Cuba, Honduras, Panama, and Mexico, forming what modern-day historians would qualify as
an informal empire. Across the Atlantic, the California-Arabian Standard Oil Company drew the United
States into the Middle East. Through its ties to Max Thornburg and Ralph Davies, the company increased
decisionmakers’ perceptions that domestic oil was scarce and that Britain could not be trusted. When the
decision stalled, Thornburg and Davies provided access for CASOC representatives to facilitate the decisionmaking process, I argue, which caused President Roosevelt to reverse his decision on lend-lease assistance for
the Saudi kingdom. The consequence of their efforts to secure investment protection was one of the longest
security partnerships in the world, one which still persists today.
Another conclusion relates to sources of corporate power. In the previous chapter, I suggested a
view of corporate power in terms of multilayered social networks, in which a corporation’s power is a
product of their position in both an economic network between states and a political network among
decisionmakers. The cases of Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia show how a company’s position in these networks
provides the company with power. In the case of Nicaragua, La Luz and Los Angeles Mining Co. had more
agenda-setting power than the George D. Emery Co. because it had more ties to American stockholders than
Emery. Or, put differently, La Luz was central whereas Emery was marginal. These ties led Secretary Knox to
give greater consideration to the La Luz dispute than the Emery dispute, making intervention a viable policy
option in the former but not the latter case. Similarly, the case of lend-lease assistance for Saudi Arabia
demonstrates how closeness to key decisionmakers provides a corporation with power over policy outcomes.
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The lobbyists for the California Arabian Standard Oil company were unable to secure lend-lease for Saudi
Arabia in 1941 because they were was indirectly tied to the Roosevelt administration in 1941. This changed in
1942, when one of those same lobbyists moved into the State Department and worked to shape perceptions
about Britain’s intentions and build support for lend-lease.
Read in this light, America’s rise to international power between 1900 and 1944 is neither a story of
pure national interests nor a story of absolute corporate capture. American corporations shaped American
foreign policy, but they do so inconsistently, failing to secure investment protection in some instances and
succeeding in others.
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